
Reading Comprehension:
Read the passage carefully and answer the
question 1 and 2:
Classical Indian dances are among the most
graceful and beautiful in the world. Dancers
use their eyes, hands, arms , legs, hips,
knees, waist and feet to express various
emotions like love, anger, hatred and
amazement. They dance to vocal and
instrumental accompaniment.
There are five major styles of Indian
classical dance: 1) Bharat Natyam, 2)
Kathak, 3) Odissi, 4) Kathakali, and 5)
Manipuri. Though these dances were
developed in different regions of India, they
share the common thread of telling stories
of Hindu gods.
Bharat Natyam is a style of dance from the
south of India. It is probably one of the oldest
styles of Indian classical dance. A solo
dancer performs it. Kathak is a style of
dance of north India and was created in the
courts of the Mughal rulers. It involves
energetic footwork and expressive eye
movements.

1. Indian classical dancers dance
to_________.
(A) Vocal accompaniment
(B) Instrumental accompaniment
(C) Emotions
(D) Both A and B.
(E) None of these

2. Dancers express the emotions of______.
(A) Love and anger
(B) Hatred and amazement
(C) Anger and hatred
(D) Both A and B.
(E) None of these

Direction: In question 3: Find the One Word Substitution
for the given sentence:

3. One who believes in god is
called_________.
(A) Optimistic
(B) Pessimist
(C) Theist
(D) Polyglot
(E) None of these

4. Identify the odd one out.
(A) Bench
(B) Sofa
(C) Cupboard
(D) Chair
(E) None of these

Direction: Question 5 is based on analogy. Find the suitable
match.

5. Role : Actor ::
(A) Position : Ball Player
(B) Private : Soldier
(C) Melody : Singer
(D) Character : Part
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Direction: In question 6: Sentences have been divided into
parts. The parts are named as P, Q, R and S. Rearrange the
parts P, Q, R and S to form a meaningful sentence.

6.

P : of using abusive words

Q : in the habit

R : He is

S : when he speaks

(A) PQRS (B) QPRS

(C) RQPS (D) PRSQ

(E) None of these

Direction: In question 7, the facts or statements are given
which may be real or imaginary. You have to choose the
correct option as per given instruction.

7. Which one of the following statements
or facts about chocolates is imaginary?
(A) All chocolates are not sweet

(B) Some chocolates are liquid

(C) Chocolates are poisonous for cats

(D) Chocolates are sold in various sizes
in market.

(E) None of these

Direction: Question 8 is based on Noun. Identify the kind
of Noun.

8. CROWD
(A) Proper Noun

(B) Common Noun

(C) Collective Noun

(D) Abstract Noun

(E) Material Noun

Direction: Question 9 is based on the Verb. Fill in the blanks
with suitable verb.

9. When ________he wake up in the
morning?
(A) Do (B) Does

(C) Was (D) Is

(E) None of these

Direction: In question 10: Fill in the blanks with suitable
preposition:

10. The lift stopped ________the eighth and
ninth floors and Jim was stuck in it.

(A) Among (B) At
(C) Between (D) Into

(E) None of these

11. Given below the sentences in jumbled
form. Rearrange them to make a
meaningful story.
1. Then Eurystheus had a thought, a

smile crossed his face and with a great
shout announced his final task.

“Hercules! Cousin, bring me the
guardian of the very gates of Hades,
Cerberus, the three headed monster.
Without complaint or any show of fear
at his final task, Hercules turned and
left the palace.

2. Most of all Eurysthesus feared
Hercules. Every task that had been set
for Hercules had meant to send him
to the underworld, yet every task was
completed and Hercules remained
alive and became even more popular.

3. Hercules was cousin to Eurysthesus
but no love was lost between them.
Eurystheus hated Hercules, and he
hated the fact that Hercules was
popular and yet may remove him from
his throne.

4. Eurystheus, King of Tiryns, sighed as
he looked at the man in front of him.
There he stood, Hercules, proud and
defiant.

“Twelve tasks I have agreed to
complete. Eleven are accomplished.
What is your final task?”

(A) 2, 1, 4, 3 (B) 4, 3, 1, 2

(C) 2, 1, 3, 4 (D) 4, 3, 2, 1
(E) None of these

Direction: In question 12, three sentences are given below
you have to identify which sentence is a fact and which is
opinion.

12. I. The multinational fast food chains have
hardly reached India, but the Farmer
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Associations are ready to accept them.

II. Farmer Associations are opposing
modernization.

III. Farmer Associations are not willing to
compete with multinational companies.

Select the answer from the given choices :

(A) I - opinion II - opinion III - fact

(B) I - opinion II - fact III - fact

(C) I - fact II - opinion III - opinion

(D) I - fact II - opinion III - fact

(E) None of these

Direction: In question 13 identify the kind of Tense for the
given sentence.

13. Did he attend the class?
(A) Simple Past

(B) Past Continuous

(C) Past Perfect

(D) Past Perfect Continuous

(E) None of these

Direction: In question 14 change the Active into Passive
Voice.

14. He learns a lesson.
(A) A lesson is being learnt.

(B) A lesson is learnt.

(C) A lesson is learnt by him.

(D) A lesson is being learnt by him.

(E) None of these

15. Fill I, II, III, IV with P, Q, R and S to make a
meaningful comprehension:

A study of these two plays: Kalidasa’s
“Shakuntala” and Shakespeare’s “Othello”

reveal that there are more
similarities______I________. In the East all
aspects of social behavior are more deeply
associated with religion and spirituality than
the West. Asian cultures have always
emphasized the importance of family, clan,
caste, and community as compared to the
more individual________II_______. Both
cultures encourage a submission to the
conventions and rules of society, the
difference lying in the intensity of this
conviction. At the core however human
emotions and behavior remain similar as do
most of their motivations. Love, honor,
_________III_______aspirations. Thus a
king in India and a General in Venice may
both aspire for love and marriage but one
will be ruled by complications of caste,
religious niceties and family honor while the
other________IV______. “Shakuntala” is a
mythical tale that has numerous versions
in both Hindu and European literature.

P : Controlled by the concept of self and role
in society

Q : And independent view of existence taken
up by Europeans

R: Than differences between attitudes towards
love, duty, women, and society

S: Duty may have different nuances in both
cultures but they have comparable

Choose your answer from the given options:

I II III IV

(A) P Q R S (B) R S P Q

(C) S P R Q (D) R Q S P

(E) None of these

1. (D) 2. (D) 3. (C) 4. (C) 5. (A) 6. (C) 7. (C) 8. (C)

9. (B) 10. (C) 11. (D) 12. (C) 13. (A) 14. (C) 15. (D)

ANSWERS
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